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CHEMICALS  
Your shop needs to be ready for whatever repair rolls in the door. 

With Kent’s industry-leading chemicals, you’ll always have:
• Hardworking, time-saving, cost-effective solutions — every time

• Products made for your specific application 
• OEM-quality results

We’re Your Partner In Profitability
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Seam Sealers & Applicators
When it comes to auto body work, the best results are those you don’t even see. Our line of seam 
sealers and applicators gives you the power to achieve aesthetic excellence without sacrificing structural 
integrity or your shop’s cycle time.

Check out our range of fast-curing, OEM-compatible seam sealers and system-matched applicator guns.

Pneumatic Applicator Gun
Gain greater control and produce OEM-like results with this pneumatic gun.  
Featuring aluminum and steel construction with easy flow adjustment controls for  
use with all Kent dual cartridge products.

High-Tech™ Clear
Developed as a problem-solving, water-clear sealer, High-Tech™ Clear is thick, 
flexible and quick to skin over. It can be applied to wet or dry surfaces across many 
applications, such as door skins, drip rails, tail lights and trunk seams.

• Approved by Chrysler, Ford and GM for off-line repairs 
• Adheres to all auto paints and mixes well with paint to color-match seams 
• Smooth feathering for undetectable repairs 
• Does not yellow, crack, peel or shrink

Two-Part Products Create Solid Bonds  
An innovator in two-part products, Kent has delivered the advantage of powerful adhesion to customers 
for more than a quarter of a century.

USA: 888.YES.KENT (888.937.5368) | Canada: 800.563.1717 | kent-automotive.com

Flex-E-6000™ Seam Sealer
This two-component seam sealer is 10 times stronger than ordinary one-part  
sealers without shrinking, cracking or sagging. Flex-E-6000™ offers all-surface 
versatility, cures rapidly and is 100% VOC-free.

• Approved by Ford and GM for off-line repairs 
• Working time: 8-10 minutes, sands in 20 minutes  
• Paintable in 30 minutes  
• Curing time: 2 hours
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Adhesives
With Kent Automotive’s line of adhesives, you’ll get unbeatable product 
strength without having the burden of lengthy drying and curing times. As one 
of the pioneers in glass bead technology, Kent Automotive offers adhesives that 
deliver maximum adjustment time and improved control. And when you’ve got 
a long line of jobs to get out the door, every minute matters.

Panel Adhesive – 2:1
Designed for non-structural repairs, Panel Adhesive – 2:1 seals and bonds 
in one step while providing superior impact strength and reducing the 
need for welding, fasteners or rivets.

• Fills gaps up to 1/2" without sagging 
• Features glass beads for borderline control 
• Exceeds requirement for FMVS Standard 301 
• 90-minute work time; curing can be accelerated with heat 
• Provides added corrosion protection

Super Bond™ Adhesive
This fast-curing cyanoacrylate adhesive bonds rubber, metal, plastic and ceramic 
in seconds. Powerful and economical, you can use one drop per square inch. The 
product’s high viscosity ensures it stays where you put it so you can precisely  
control dispensing. 

• Cures in 5 to 60 seconds, or instantly with activator 
• Unique non-clog cap 
• Fills gaps up to 0.016" (0.4mm)

Quick Stick Double Sided Tape
This high-strength acrylic tape provides instant contact to all auto paints — even  
clear coats — on applications such as body side-moldings, trim, emblems,  
stripping and cladding.

• Great cold temperature adhesion, sticks exactly how it’s placed 
• Gray foam cell structure

USA: 888.YES.KENT (888.937.5368) | Canada: 800.563.1717 | kent-automotive.com
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Plastic Repair & Refinishing
When it comes to repairing plastic, it’s easy to get stumped about which product to use. Kent Automotive 
helps you quickly identify the right repair material just by knowing the flexibility of the plastic. 

On top of that, we help you save on materials costs and man-hours by formulating products that let 
you skip extra prep and use of adhesion promoters, and cure in as little as 15 minutes. Another great 
benefit? All Kent Automotive plastic-repair products are 100% VOC-free so you’re compliant with 
environmental regulations and safeguarding employee health.

Chem-Weld E-P
This specially formulated two-part compound is designed to work with all semi-rigid 
plastics — no need for specific identification of materials. Skip special preparations  
and adhesion promoters while achieving excellent adhesion results without cracks  
or shrinkage.

• Working time: 5 minutes 
• Sands and feathers in 15 minutes 
• Paintable in less than 30 minutes  
• Completely free of solvents, VOCs and isocyanates

Kent-Glaze
Use this flowable glazing putty when performing repairs to flexible and semi-rigid 
thermoset and thermoplastic body panels. Kent-Glaze is the ideal product for finishing 
off repairs made with Chem-Weld E-P, filling in gouges, pinholes and sand-scratches. 
Just like Chem-Weld E-P, no special prep or adhesion promoters are needed.

• Working time: 4 minutes, sands in 15 minutes 
• Paintable in less than one hour 
• Does not shrink, crack or bubble paint

Plastic Quick Fix
Tackle all kinds of repairs, even rips and tears, on a broad range of plastics 
using this quick-acting two-part compound. 

• Working time: 2 to 3 minutes, sands in 10 minutes 
• Paintable in 30 minutes 
• Can be used on PP, EPDM, Xenoy®, ABS, PPO, RIM, etc.
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Corrosion Protection
Staving off corrosion and rust is absolutely critical to protecting a vehicle’s 
structure and performance. Kent Automotive has an array of products and 
application tools that help you tackle these critical tasks and restore the  
original level of factory protection.

Inner Panel and Heavy Duty Rustproofer
Choose our superior wax-based penetrating rust and corrosion preventer for all  
inner panel metal surfaces. For outer panels, Kent Automotive’s heavy-bodied,  
Heavy Duty Rustproofer stays where it’s sprayed, providing maximum protection.

Aerosol Extension Wand
It’s no secret — reaching all those hidden areas is a tough, time-consuming task. 
Exclusively designed with our customers in mind, Kent Automotive’s extension wand  
is the perfect tool for applying rustproofing in areas such as frame rails, quarter panels 
and cowls.

• Three-foot-long wand 
• 360° spray nozzle 
• Works with both inner and outer rustproofers, part numbers P60305 and P60310

Rubber Guard
Protect against abrasion and deaden noise in wheel wells, door skins, trunk area  
and seams with this easy-to-apply, quick-drying and rugged product.

• Easy-to-use aerosol, matches OEM color, finish and texture 
• Convenient application via siphon spray gun (with one quart cans) 
• 100% CFC free

Weldable Copper Primer
Restore protection on inner, outer and structural body panels with this one-part 
weldable copper primer. It dries quickly with less clogging and less spatter.

• Protects inner, bare steel surfaces during spot welding 
• Copper powder means greater conductive properties 
• Excellent for all applications

USA: 888.YES.KENT (888.937.5368) | Canada: 800.563.1717 | kent-automotive.com
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Euro-Black Satin Trim Finish Controlled Flow Finishing Glaze

Ready-to-Use Liquid Mask
Protect your work and workspace against something that can kill your schedule — 
paint and primer overspray.

• Dries firm and does not adhere to skin or clothing 
• Dissolves easily with cold water 
• Clear, ready-to-use formula

Specialty Chemicals 
Our long history and close customer relationships have helped us develop specific solutions to unique 
problems. That’s why we’ve created a wide array of specialty chemicals.

Shield And Save Time  
No more taping off sections of a vehicle. Simply spray on liquid mask, get to work and rinse it off when you’re done. 

Acrysol™ Surface Cleaner Fiber Fix
This industry-leading auto body 
degreaser preps surfaces without 
leaving behind a sticky residue or 
lingering odor. It’s also our best 
selling product.

• Fast-acting

•  Safe on most painted  
or plastic surfaces

A carbon fiber enriched  
polyester filler that offers 
exceptional repair qualities.

• Carbon fiber for added strength
• Prevents swelling
• Resists staining and shrinkage
• Eliminates halo effect
• Easy to sand in 10-15 minutes
• Excellent corrosion control

Achieve a perfect finish and color match 
on trim with this product; formulated 
specifically for aluminum, stainless steel  
and chrome.

•  Self-priming on bare metal, resists 
chipping, cracking and peeling for  
long-lasting durability

•  Superior adhesion on bare metal  
and hard plastic trim

•  Dries fast so parts can be handled quickly

• Available in aerosol or quart cans

Repair and seal sanding 
scratches and other minor 
imperfections for a  
picture-perfect look.

•  Adheres to body filler, 
aluminum and steel 

•  Prevents staining  
over body filler

•  Available in flowable, 
controlled flow or  
heavy-body grade



On-Site
Your Kent Representative

ORDERING IS EASY
Online 
kent-automotive.com

On The Phone 
USA: 888.YES.KENT (888.937.5368) 
Canada: 800.563.1717

ARE YOU READY  
TO PARTNER IN  
PROFITABILITY?
Contact us today for a complimentary
shop assessment or to place an order.
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